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ARSKAN MoveInside is a plugin-free universal viewer that allows users to visualize,
manipulate and share massive 3D files on the web, on the go, without the constraint of
storage, external server and bandwidth.
It includes ARSKAN Codec, a patented technology that reduces the size of massive 3D
meshes without loss of information.
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ARSKAN MoveInside's Features
Simplicity
ARSKAN MoveInside is a universal, plugin-free, web-based viewer.
Visualize your 3D files (OBJ, .OBJ zipped, .GLTF.), even massive
ones, from any type of terminal.
No software or plugin required.
Accessible from the web on PC, smartphone, tablet.
Easy integration into your web page.

Processed data
Conservation of the complexity of your mesh: work on your
models, even large ones, thanks to ARSKAN's Codec
technological solution.
We convert your models (.OBJ, .OBJ zipped, .GLTF) into an
ultra-high performance proprietary format (.p3dw).
Connect your 2D data and your data from IoT, IA, and generate
a digital twin.

Keep the details
ARSKAN MoveInside viewer embeds a progressive codec. ARSKAN
Codec is an innovative and patented technological solution, which
reduces the weight of your meshes.
Lossless (except for initial quantification): resolution, precision
and complexity are preserved.
3D display optimization for any configuration.
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ARSKAN MoveInside's Tools
Configuration
Set up your model, from its positioning, to
its scaling, to the limits of the camera and
the addition of post-processing effects...

Annotations
Integrate information (text, photos,
hypertext links (HTML) or videos (iframe).
But also, these points of interest can be
connected to external data...

Clips

Measures

Create cutting plans to show every detail
of your models.

Measure the elements of your models,
but also, calculate the area of your
surfaces.

VR Mode

Digital Twin

Explore and browse your 3D models in
virtual reality.

Connect and aggregate all your external
data (IoT, AI...) to your 3D model. But
also, create scenarios for your guided
tours, interventions, etc...

Team
Collaborate and interact in real time with
your teammates.
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ARSKAN MoveInside's Accessibility
The ARSKAN MoveInside viewer is available from the ARSKAN SiloData platform. The ARSKAN SiloData
platform is accessible in SaaS mode and via a web API.

Technological specifications
Browsers using WebGL 2 technology:
Chromium core browsers (Chrome, Opera,
Microsoft Edge, etc.)
Firefox and mobile equivalents
Safari
Supported formats:
Full support for .obj and .off
Experimental support for .gltf, .stl, .ply, .fbx,
.ifc, .3ds

Web API
Access ARSKAN MoveInside's functionality through our Web API to integrate our technology
into your web platform.
API Features
Compress 3D models
Visualization of 3D models
Technical specifications
Secure REST API
Authentication by JWT token
Self-documented API
ARSKAN Move Inside is accessible from the ARSKAN SiloData platform in SaaS mode or via a
web API.
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